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Corsica
Hand-Crafted Veneer Conference Tables
Standard Technology Channels | Affordable Elegance

Napoli
Hand-Crafted Veneer Conference Tables
Two Beautifully Distinctive Styles | Standard Mobility

Accorde
Conference Tables Designed for Power and Data
Modules | Integrated Cable Management in Legs
Two Distinct Leg Styles

Geneva
Conference Tables with Attractive Chrome or Black
Steel Bases | Huge Selection of Sizes | Great Value

Talon™

Contemporary Styling | Folding Design 
Standard Mobility | Optional Height Adjustability

Meeting Plus™

Cable-Friendly Modesty Panel | Optional Mobility
Rugged Steel Construction

Conclave™

Contoured Surfaces with Lacquer Finish 
Cable-Friendly Modesty Panel | Standard Mobility

T-Mate
Cost Effective | Shared Leg Design 
Ideal for Training Centers

Encounter
Very Affordable | Perforated Modesty Panel 
Durable PVC Edging on Surfaces

VT Series™

Folding Design | Durable Steel Frames 
Integrated Cable Management in Legs

Periscope™

Multi-Purpose Utility Tables | Sit-to-Stand 
Height Adjustability | Optional Mobility

Seating
Alliance | Optima Mid-Back | Ortho Executive 
Mid-Back | Ultimo Mid-Back | Stackable Chairs

Peripherals
Presentation Stand | Audio/Visual Cart
Hospitality/Beverage Cart | Folding Table Cart
Lecterns | Power/Data Module
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function style price selection
Tiffany Industries has it all when it comes to furniture for

Conference & Training Rooms. Today’s competitive economy

forces organizations to be flexible and requires furniture solutions

that can keep pace. Within the wide variety of Tiffany tables, key

features such as mobility, easy-folding design, height adjustability,

and efficient cable management are offered at pricing attractive to

even the most modest of budgets. Contemporary designs and

rugged construction will add a sense of style and dependability 

to any organization. All of this is backed by Mayline Group’s

Lifetime Warranty.

We invite you to take a look. From the board room to the training

room, Tiffany has the right solutions for today’s demanding 

office environment.

connexions
conference and traınıng



corsica full round corsica boat

42" diameter 72", 84", 96", 120"

36", 48",
54"

When bringing together key members of your team for a meeting, the setting should inspire 

creativity, thought and decisiveness. Introducing Corsica conference tables, from the 

realoffice line of Italian-inspired casegoods, featuring standard technology channels with 

removable, flush steel covers. The channels are large enough to accommodate standard power 

modules, voice/data patch panels, and all of your wires and cables. Smart, yet stylish.

corsica
CONFERENCE

Hand crafted using only select AA North American
wood veneers throughout.

All surfaces go through a 14 step
finishing process to insure 
consistent beauty.

COLOR OPTIONS
Surfaces

Mahogany Golden Cherry Sierra Cherry
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Hand crafted using only select AA North American wood veneers throughout.

All surfaces go through a 14 step finishing process to insure consistent beauty.

Standard ganging brackets secure nested tables.

napoli
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COLOR OPTIONS
Surfaces

Mahogany Golden Cherry Sierra Cherry

Bring beauty, elegance and mobily to your office or conference room with the Napoli

conference tables. Two unique shapes allow the option to nest tables together into

rectangular or square configurations. The remarkably affordable Napoli also 

ships within days, not weeks.

CONFERENCE 

convex

47" 47"

47"
47"

Napoli’s mobile tables come in two

unique shapes and allow nesting of

multiple tables into rectangular or

square configurations.

concave



accorde
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Called into the conference room? No problem. Accorde conference 

tables are designed for optional power and data access to 

operate computers and presentation equipment during meetings. 

Unique to the design are the options of two stylishly designed

legs, Premier and Slimline, each with their own appeal. Your conference 

room has been transformed into 

the decision-making center 

of your organization.

Standard grommet design.

Optional power and data module.

Optional power and data module 
stores cleanly when not in use.

Slimline legs.

Cables are easily routed through integrated cable channels within table legs.

72" table has one access grommet; all other tables have two.

Table legs are constructed of 14 gauge steel. Standard black finish.

High pressure laminate surfaces with T-mold edging withstand 
heavy use and are available in 21 standard finishes.

Available in 3 standard surface shapes.

rectangular
36", 48",
42", 54"

72", 84", 96", 108", 120"

boat oval

72", 84", 96", 108", 120"

36", 48",
42", 54"

72", 84", 96", 108", 120"

36", 42", 48", 54" 

CONFERENCE

Premier legs.
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geneva

rectangular
36", 48",

54"

72", 84", 96", 108", 120"

full round 3-sided boat oval

48" diameter 72", 84", 96", 108", 120"

36", 48",
54"

72", 84", 96", 108", 120"

42" 
36", 48", 54" 

Hold your meetings in style with Geneva tables, a line of full-size conference tables 

featuring sturdy tubular steel bases with high-pressure laminate surfaces. With 

a wide selection of styles and sizes, Geneva offers solutions for medium to large 

conference tables as well as smaller, occasional 

tables for informal gathering areas 

or even cafeterias.

Heavy-gauge tubular steel bases available in either chrome or black finish.

Bases install easily and securely to surfaces using threaded, metal-to-metal connections.

High-pressure laminate surfaces with T-mold edge withstand heavy use and are available in 21 standard finishes.

Five standard surface shapes: Round, 3-sided, Boat, Oval and Rectangular. All in a wide variety of sizes.

CONFERENCE 



The search is over. You’ve found the perfect product that combines the best of three critical elements required in today’s 

furniture—adjustability, style, and affordability. Mission accomplished.

Talon provides everything needed to create a functional meeting and training room environment, at a fraction of the cost

of other systems.

Mobile, integrated wheel system comes standard with all Talon tables.

Foldable, also a standard feature, allowing for easy storage.

Adjustable, as an option, adapting for multiple tasks and users.

Configurable, both with multiple surface shapes and finish options.

Affordable, priced nearly 35% less than comparable systems.

Fashionable, stylish and modern design.
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talon™

TRAINING
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What will tomorrow require? In today’s business environments, the one constant is change. Talon allows space to be dynamic,

efficient and functional. As a meeting and training room system, Talon combines features of higher-end offerings at an 

affordable price for unparalleled value. Talon is offered with two standard surface treatments and a multitude of finishes.

There are twenty-one different high-pressured laminates with PVC T-mold edging to choose from. For a more decorative look,

three thermofoil membrane surfaces, the latest in contract furniture surface technology, add elegance to your environment. Talon

is available in a variety of surface shapes and treatment options to create multiple configurations for both meeting and 

training applications.

crescent trapezoidrectangular

67"

24" 48"
24"

18", 24" 

48", 60", 72"

talon™

TRAINING
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Talon tables quickly break down and reconfigure. Every 

Talon table has an easy-to-operate folding design which, 

combined with the integrated rear wheel, allows the tables to 

be easily moved into a new position or rolled to a storage 

area. Optional height adjustment ensures 

comfort for multiple users and tasks.

Easy-to-operate folding design 
with spring-release mechanism.

Integrated rear wheels for easy mobility.

Reconfigure a work environment in 
minutes for minimal downtime.

Optional 3" height adjustment 
from 26-29".

C-clips hold top securely to 
frame in folded position.

Rugged steel base frames with the option of 
high-pressure laminate or thermofoil work surfaces.

Multiple surface shapes create unlimited configurations.

Stored easily in the 
folding table cart.



inboard outboard inboard outboard
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When the image of your meeting room reflects the high standards of your business, select Meeting Plus. Blending 

contemporary design with uncompromising durability, Meeting Plus’ style and construction will adhere to your meeting 

and training environments. 16-gauge steel frames and high-pressure laminate work-surfaces connect easily using threaded

steel inserts making installation a snap. A selection of four shapes in multiple sizes lets you set up and reconfigure your 

meeting and training rooms in several configurations.

Meeting Plus tables have been redesigned to include two new important features: Cable management and mobility. 

The perforated steel modesty panel comes standard with an oval cable pass-through and a full width cable trough for storing

power strips and efficient routing of power cords and cables. All Meeting Plus tables are also available with standard integrated

wheels in one leg for “wheelbarrow” style mobility.

Legs can be positioned “inboard” or “outboard” on crescent and trapezoid tables for comfortable seating configurations.

meeting plus™

TRAINING



crescent trapezoidrectangular

67"

24", 30" 48", 60"

half round

48", 60"24", 30"
24", 30"

18", 24", 30" 

48", 60", 72"
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Fixed leg training tables offer flexibility and durability in a clean contemporary design.

Modesty panels connect to legs for added strength and 
come standard with new cable management features.

Multiple sizes and shapes.

Seating on both sides without panel.

Fluted T-mold edge detail on high-pressure 
laminate surfaces delivers a sense of style 
along with extreme durability.

Support products, such as the Presentation Cart,
A/V Stand, and Hospitality Cart, complement any 
meeting or training environment.

Gang lock accessory allows tables
to be easily connected.

New cable management 
feature comes standard 

on modesty panels.

Standard integrated 
wheels in one leg 

provide “wheelbarrow”
style mobility.



crescent trapezoidrectangular

67"

24" 48"

half round

48"24"
24"

18", 24" 

48", 60", 72"
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full round

40" diameter

Elegance and comfort combined with value.

Cable friendly modesty panel with oval pass-throughs and full width trough.

Leg design and casters provide stability and mobility.

Easily reconfigure room in minutes.

Standard ganging brackets.

The Conclave collection combines elegance and comfort in its lacquered surfaces with contoured front edge. Innovative

design can be found in its cable-friendly perforated steel modesty panels and trouble free casters for easy mobility. 

A multitude of sizes and shapes will fit the needs of any training or meeting room. With 

features and appearance found in tables two to three times the price, Conclave is the clear choice 

for value. These attractive tables have standard ganging brackets allowing them to be

installed quickly and reconfigured with ease for a variety of room layouts. 

Conclave’s unique leg design combines stability with smooth mobility. Every table comes standard

with casters on one end and beveled leveling glides on the other. Simply raise one end of the table

and let the casters do the work. One person can easily reconfigure an entire room in just minutes.

conclave™

COLOR OPTIONS
Surfaces Paint

Rosewood Anthracite Black

TRAINING
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t-mate™

crescent trapezoidrectangular

67"

24" 60"
24"

24" 

48", 60", 72"

half round

48"24"

full round

48" diameter

For the ultimate in affordability and seating access, choose T-Mate. By sharing legs between 

adjacent surfaces, T-Mate tables have a clean, open-stance. All T-Mate tables can also be 

freestanding. Starter tables come standard with two legs for freestanding applications, but also 

combine with Adder tables, which come standard with one leg, to create larger, shared-leg configurations.

Shared leg design with welded, heavy-gauge steel 
mounting plate for stability across several surfaces.

2" tubular steel legs install to surfaces using threaded,
metal-to-metal connections. Standard black finish.

All surfaces are predrilled with steel threaded inserts 
for both inward and centered mounting positions.

High-pressure laminate surfaces with T-mold edge withstand 
heavy use and are available in 21 standard finishes.

TRAINING
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encounter

crescentrectangular

67"

24"18", 24" 

48", 60", 72"

half round

48"24"

Encounter combines the strength and durability of heavy-gauge steel frame construction with thermally-fused,

scratch resistant melamine surfaces and PVC edging. Assembly is made easy with the use of threaded steel 

inserts in all of Encounter’s surfaces. Each leg has a sturdy beveled 

leveling glide giving Encounter an attractive and solid 

stance. The tables are easily connected with ganging 

brackets. All in all, Encounter is a terrific value at 

very affordable pricing.

Affordable value.

Scratch resistant surface.

Attractive solid stance with leveling glides.

Heavy-gauge steel frame construction.

COLOR OPTIONS
Surfaces Paint

Cherry Folkstone Black

TRAINING



crescent trapezoidrectangular

67"

24" 60"
24"

24" 

48", 60", 72"

half round

48"24"

VT Series™ Tables have been created for the fast pace of today’s 

meeting room environment. The folding leg design allows for 

quick set-up, fast change-overs and easy compact storage. 

Four basic shapes offer maximum flexibility—rectangle, 

trapezoid, crescent and half round. Each table is crafted with 

high quality components including high-pressure laminate 

surfaces and heavy-gauge steel bases for ultimate durability.

Folding leg training tables offer versatility, flexibility and portability.

Room configuration setup within minutes.

Four basic shapes provide layout flexibility.

Durable 18-gauge steel bases.
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vt series™

TRAINING
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Continuing the long tradition of height-adjustability 

from The Mayline Group, Periscope tables offer 

sit-to-stand adjustability at incredibly affordable

pricing. All Periscope tables are offered with a 12" 

range of adjustment from 26"-38" with levelers 

or 28"-40" with casters. Perfect for team gatherings, 

sorting or collating materials, or any other project-type 

activity, Periscope allows the user to establish the 

perfect working height for a variety of tasks. A 

wide assortment of surface designs and sizes are 

available and custom requests are no problem! 

Periscope leg sets are available as well for retro-

fitting existing surfaces. Whatever the need, 

Periscope is the perfect “utility” table to do the job.

rectangular
30"

72"

full round

48" diameter

Legs adjust to 15 positions across a 12" range 
of adjustment. Each leg adjusts independently 
and is indexed for easy leveling.

Both raising and lowering action is done at a 
controlled, safe pace.

Available with either four oversized levelers or 
locking casters. Kits of two casters available for 
“wheelbarrow” style mobility.

Standard high-pressure laminate surfaces with durable T-mold edge.

Industrial-strength load capacity of 1,900 lbs. per leg.

3-sided oval

72", 84"

42" 
30", 36"

periscope
MULTI-PURPOSE



Stackable 
Chairs

Ultimo Mid-Back
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seating

Alliance

Ortho Executive 
Mid-Back

Simple elegance. Affordable style.

Durable, cast aluminum base 
with polished chrome finish.

Available in Black or 
Burgundy leather.

The ultimate in comfort. Molded foam cushions surround and support.

Hand-polished cast-aluminum arms and base in Gun Metal Gray finish.

Deluxe knee-tilt mechanism.

Top Grain cowhide leather.

Available in Black or Burgundy.

Exclusive “tailbone cut-out”
in seat cushion relieves 
pressure on the spine.

Inflatable lumbar support.

Available in Blue, Burgundy, and Gray.

Chairs are stackable 
to six high.

Tubular steel frames.

Plastic molded arms,
plywood inner shell.

Available in black, blue, burgundy and 
charcoal nylon fabric upholstery.

CONFERENCE AND TRAINING

Clean, sophisticated lines with 
stylish chrome accents.

Deluxe knee-tilt mechanism.

Available in Black or 
Burgundy leather.

Optima Mid-Back

TAILBONE
CUTOUT

INFLATABLE 
LUMBAR 

SUPPORT



Tiffany Industries’ extensive line of tables 

has a strong supporting cast. With common 

styling details such as perforated steel leg 

uprights, 3" rugged locking casters, and speckled

Anthracite surfaces, the Presentation Stand, 

A/V Cart, Hospitality Cart and Lecterns

comprise a family of products perfect for 

any meeting or training facility.

Top surface is 38" high providing a comfortable serving height.

Curved handles located on both sides for easy transport.

Doors feature self-closing cabinet hinges, matching 
curved handles, and standard lock.

Inside of cabinet provides ample storage and 
is divided by two adjustable shelves.

Left-side door has two perforated steel sleeves 
sized perfectly for two-liter bottles.

Hospitality Cart

Supports up to a 35" TV on top shelf 
with an overall 300 lb. load capacity.

Middle shelf adjusts across 5 positions 
on 2" increments. Perfect for VCR’s 
or other presentation equipment.

Comes standard with 2" Safety Strap 
to secure TV’s while moving and a 
4-outlet Power Center with circuit breaker. A/V Cart

Presentation 
Stand

Designed to support laptops, overhead 
projectors, and LCD projectors.

Front projector surface adjusts across 
3 positions on 4" increments.

Top surface is 381⁄2" high providing 
a comfortable standing height 
for presentations.

peripherals
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Designed with lightweight durability 
in mind, this simple lectern is perfect 
when moving from room to room.

Height adjusts from 33"-50" 
with one adjustment knob.

Supplied with leveling feet 
for stability on any surface.

Platform is 18"W x 16"D.

Simple and economical.

Black finish.
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Holds up to four folded tables.

Fits easily through standard doorways.

Removable handles for ease of loading/unloading.

Contact services protected with a durable coating.

Heavy duty industrial casters for ease of mobility.

Perforated steel panel defines the 
look of this lectern; perfect for any 
conference/meeting room setting.

Platform height adjusts 33"-47" 
in 1" increments without the 
use of tools or knobs.

Integrated wheels in base 
for easy mobility.

Includes a high intensity reading light.

Leveling feet in front of platform 
for stability on any surface.

Black finish.

Assembles easily to table 
tops with a maximum top 
thickness of 11⁄4".

Adaptable voice and data 
connections to meet 
most applications.

Compatible with all commonly 
used Cat 3, Cat 5, Cat 5e, and 
Cat 6 jacks.

UL listed.

Available in Black.



CORPORATE OFFICES
619 N. Commerce Street, P.O. Box 728, Sheboygan, WI 53082-0728 • 800-822-8037 • fax: 920-457-7388 • www.mayline.com

MAYLINE COMPANY, LLC
619 N. Commerce Street

PO Box 728
Sheboygan, WI 53082-0728

Customer Service 800-822-8037
920-457-7388 (Fax)

TIFFANY INDUSTRIES, LLC
619 N. Commerce Street

PO Box 728
Sheboygan, WI 53082-0728

Customer Service 800-822-8037
920-457-7388 (Fax)

KWIK-FILE, LLC
500 73rd Avenue NE

Minneapolis, MN 55432
Customer Service 800-822-8037

920-457-7388 (Fax)
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